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ABSTRACT

Image segmentation plays an important role in both qualitative and quantitative analysis of medical ultrasound
images. However, due to their poor resolution and strong speckle noise, segmenting objects from this imaging
modality remains a challenging task and may not be satisfactory with traditional image segmentation methods.
To this end, this paper presents a simple, reliable, and conceptually different segmentation technique to locate
and extract bone contours from ultrasound images. Instead of considering a new elaborate (texture) segmentation
model specifically adapted for the ultrasound images, our technique proposes to fuse (i.e. efficiently combine)
several segmentation maps associated with simpler segmentation models in order to get a final reliable and
accurate segmentation result. More precisely, our segmentation model aims at fusing several K-means clustering
results, each one exploiting, as simple cues, a set of complementary textural features, either spatial or frequential.
Eligible models include the gray-level co-occurrence matrix, the re-quantized histogram, the Gabor filter bank,
and local DCT coefficients. The experiments reported in this paper demonstrate the efficiency and illustrate all
the potential of this segmentation approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, ultrasound imaging is considered to be a safe, non-invasive, portable, and non-expensive visualization
medical tool compared to other medical imaging techniques. Automatic ultrasonic detection and segmentation
of anatomical structures would allow various clinical applications but is a real challenge due to speckle noise
and image artifacts. More precisely, the poor image quality (i.e. low signal-to-noise ratio, low resolution and
contrast), and artifacts caused by blood and muscles make contours of anatomical structures, such as bone
contours, sometimes imperceptible in certain zones.

Many segmentation models, specifically adapted for ultrasound imaging systems, have already been proposed
in the literature (see1 for a good review of existing segmentation methods). Most of these techniques are generally
similar to those commonly used for the segmentation of natural textured images; frequently, a first step consists
of extracting the textural features computed on (possibly) overlapping small windows centered around the pixel
to be classified. Then, the feature samples, handled as vectors, are grouped together, as much as possible, in
compact and well-separated clusters corresponding to each class of the image. Following this general strategy,
and in order to offer a better texture description capacity, the fusion of different textural cues, generated from
different texture models, has been recently proposed to improve the segmentation results. To this end, some
authors have proposed to fuse different textural feature sets by simple concatenation, causing in this way the
well-known ”curse of dimensionality” problem. This concept recognizes that there is a limit to the feature space
dimension due to the finite sample size (i.e. conceptually, if n samples are required to estimate a parameter or
a region class, nN features would be required for the increased N -dimensional feature space2).

To overcome this problem, some authors have investigated various feature selection methods to find the
optimal (i.e. complementary and non-redundant) combination (or subset) of texture features. Amongst these
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techniques, we can briefly cite those including dimensionality (i.e. feature) reduction techniques such as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) - more generally, those exploiting the
mutual information criterion - or those using the Fisher’s method which seeks the optimal combination of the
initial textural features to achieve compact and well-separated clusters, hereby ensuring both minimum scattering
between samples of a same class (also called within-class inertia) and maximum separability between classes
(between-class inertia) in the feature space.3

Very few papers have investigated a methodology to combine or fuse different textural features that both
do not explicitly use a dimensionality reduction model and are not affected by the above-mentioned ”curse
of dimensionality” problem. Amongst these rare existing textural feature fusion approaches, we can however
cite the methods that simply compute spatial and local statistics on a frequential (Fourier, Gabor, or wavelet)
decomposition of the image. Instead of considering spatial- statistics-based textural features concatenated with
the magnitude responses of frequential filter outputs, Cheng et al. have proposed to use the co-occurrence
matrix features computed from a multi-scale directional filter bank.4 In the same way, Woumer et al.5 have
shown that first and second order spatial statistics computed on the wavelet details coefficients could improve
texture characterization. Finally, Clausi et al.6 have proposed to replace the high-frequency Gabor filter features
with the co-occurrence probability features which seem to be more suitable and appropriate features for detecting
higher frequency components of the texture. These above-mentioned methods allow to mix in an ad-hoc way two
different textural feature sets generated by two different texture models. However, they are not general enough
to be applied to other textural feature sets.

The fusion approach proposed in this paper is conceptually different and explores a new strategy introduced
in;7 in fact, instead of fusing different textural features generated from different texture models, our technique
rather explores the possible alternative of fusing (i.e. efficiently combining) several segmentation results from
simpler segmentation models, with each segmentation to be fused using a single set of textural features derived
from a single texture model. Our fusion strategy aims at combining these segmentation maps with a simple final
clustering procedure using, as input features for each pixel to be classified, the set of local histogram values of
the class (or texton) labels of each segmentation to be fused. By using this strategy, our fusion method is neither
affected by the ”curse of dimensionality” problem nor concerned by the feature space normalization problem ∗.

Conceptually, our fusion strategy is in the framework of the so-called decision fusion approaches recently
proposed in pattern recognition or machine learning.8–12 With these methods, a series of energy functions are
first minimized before their outputs (i.e. their decisions) are merged. More generally, the concept of combining
classifiers for the improvement of the performance of individual classifiers is known, in machine learning field,
as a committee machine or mixture of experts.13,14 In this context, Dietterich14 have provided an accessible
and informal reasoning, from statistical, computational, and representational viewpoints, of why ensembles can
improve results. In this recent field of research, two major categories of committee machines are generally found
in the literature. Our fusion decision approach is in the category that utilizes an ensemble of classifiers with a
static structure type. In this class of committee machines, the responses of several classifiers are combined by
means of a mechanism that does not involve the input data†.

2. SEGMENTATIONS TO BE FUSED

The four initial segmentation maps which will be fused together are simply given, in our application, by a K-
means clustering technique (with the Euclidean similarity distance), using four sets of (complementary) spatial
and frequential (local or semi-global) textural feature sets as simple textural cues. The feature sets are computed
on overlapping small square Nw-fixed-size windows centered around the pixel to be classified. The textural cues
are the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM),15 the local gray level quantified histogram, the magnitude
responses of Gabor filter outputs,16 and a subset of DCT coefficients. Figure ?? depicts the flow diagram of the
proposed method.

∗when different features with different units are blended together, the normalization step prevents that the similarity
measure, used to evaluate the distance between feature vectors, will wrongly give an overwhelming importance to features
having a larger unit range.

†contrary to the dynamic structure type-based mixture of experts
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of proposed method.

2.1 Spatial Textural Features

Co-occurrence Matrix: The co-occurrence matrix proposed by Haralick et al. contains the relative frequencies
of all pairwise combinations of grey levels (i, j) at a certain distance dx and dy and orientation θ. From this
matrix, 14 statistics (angular second moment, contrast, correlation, variance, inverse difference moment, sum
average, sum variance, sum entropy, entropy, difference variance, difference entropy and other two information
measures of correlation) are computed allowing identification of some qualitative characteristics of the local image
texture (e.g., smoothness, directivity, energy, etc.). Prior to the computation of this co-occurrence matrix, the
number of grey levels Ng in the input image needs to be reduced to a small number to get reliable estimates.

’Angular second moment’ is a measure of homogeneity of an image. The higher value of this feature indicates
that the intensity varies less in an image. ’Contrast’ measures local variation in an image. A high contrast value
indicates a high degree of local variation. ’Correlation’ is a measure of linear dependency of intensity values in
an image. For an image with large areas of similar intensities, correlation is much higher than for an image with
noisier, uncorrelated intensities. ’Variance’ indicates the variation of image intensity values. For an image with
identical intensity for all images, the variance would be zero. ’Inverse difference moment’ is another feature to
represent image contrast. ’Sum average’ and ’sum variance’ are the average and variance of normalized greytone
image in the spatial domain, respectively. The ’sum entropy’ is a measure of randomness within an image and
’entropy’ is an indication of the complexity within an image. A complex image produces a high entropy value.
The ’difference variance’ is an image variation in a normalized. The ’difference entropy’ is also an indication of
the amount of randomness in an image. More detailed information of algorithms to calculate texture features
was given by Park et et al.17

Quantified Histogram: The textural features are simply the set of values of the re-quantized gray-level
histogram with equidistant binning Nb. Contrary to the co-occurrence matrix, these textural features are able
to characterize the grey level mixture of the local image texture semi-globally because they are estimated on a
small square window centered around the pixel to be classified.

Formally, for each pixel i of a gray-scale input image, the bins descriptor denoted h(i) = {h(n, i)}n∈{0,...,Nb−1}
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is computed by the following procedure

h(n, i) = κ
∑

j∈N(i)

δ(b(j)− n)

where δ is the Kronecker delta function, κ = 1
N2

w

is a normalization constant ensuring
∑Nb−1
n=0 h(n, i) = 1, N(i)

is a set of pixel within the Nw ×Nw neighborhood region centered at pixel i

2.2 Frequential Textural Features

Discrete Cosine Transform: Due to its nice decorrelation, energy compaction properties, and robustness to
noise, the first NDCT Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients can efficiently be used to characterize a local
image texture.18 These DCT coefficients are also estimated on overlapping small square Nw-fixed-size windows
centered around the pixel to be characterized.

The equation used for the DCT calculation of a gray-scale input image is given as follows:

C(u, v) = α(u)α(v) 2
Nw

∑Nw−1
j=0

∑Nw−1
i=0 I(i, j) cos( (2i+1)uπ

2Nw

) cos( (2j+1)vπ
2Nw

)

where I(i, j) is the gray scale value at the (i, j) coordinate position in the image, n is the size of window,
C(u, v) is DCT domain representation of I(i, j) image. u, v represent vertical and horizontal frequencies. x,y,u,v
have values from 0 to 7, Nw = 8 and

α(u) =

{

1√
2

if u = 0

1 otherwise

Gabor Filter Bank: Due to its appealing ability to model the filter characteristics of human vision and
its optimum joint spatial and frequential localization, the Gabor function is attractive to characterize a local
image texture.

A two-dimensional Gabor function consists of a sinusoidal plane wave of some frequency and orientation,
modulated by a two-dimensional Gaussian. The Gabor filter in the spatial domain is given by

Gλθψσγ(x, y) = exp(−
x

′2 + γ2y
′2

2σ2
) cos(2π

x
′

λ
+ ψ)

where

{

x
′

= x cos(θ) + y sin(θ)

y
′

= y cos(θ)− x sin(θ)

In this equation, λ represents the wavelength of the cosine factor, θ represents the orientation of the normal
to the parallel stripes of a Gabor function in degrees, ψ is the phase offset in degrees, and γ is the spatial aspect
ratio and specifies the elliptically of the support of the Gabor function, and σ is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian determines the (linear) size of the receptive field.

The λ parameter represents the wavelength or the spatial frequency 1
λ
. The term σ

λ
determine the bandwidth

of the filter. The relationship between b, λ and σ is as follows:

b = log2

σ
λ
π +

√

ln 2
2

σ
λ
π −

√

ln 2
2
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σ

λ
=

1

π

√

ln 2

2

2b + 1

2b − 1

In our application, we use, as textural features, the magnitude responses of Gabor filter outputs and Gabor
kernels with 4 orientations, 4 scales σ and 4 wavelengths λ.19

3. FUSION OF SEGMENTATIONS

Our fusion technique aims at combining these 4 segmentation maps with a simple K-means clustering technique
using, as high-level textural cues, the set of local histogram values of the class label of each one of the 4
segmentations to be fused.7 For a fusion of 4 segmentations with K1 classes into a segmentation with K2 classes,
the preliminary feature extraction step thus yields 4 (K1-bin) histograms which are then gathered together in
order to form a K1 × 4-dimensional feature vector or a final (K1 × 4)-bin histogram. This histogram is then
normalized to sum to one, so that it is also a probability distribution function. The proposed fusion procedure
is then simply considered as a problem of clustering local histograms of (preliminary estimated) class labels
computed around and associated to each site. To this end, we use, once again, a K-means clustering procedure
exploiting, for this fusion step, an histogram-based similarity measure derived from the Bhattacharya‡ similarity
coefficient.

It is worth mentioning that the textural cues used by our final fusion procedure can be considered as high-
level or multi-model since each class label (of each segmentation to be fused) can be viewed as a texton§ label
according to its textural model. Besides, our procedure allows to efficiently combine the different discriminant
abilities and characteristics (spatio-frequential and local-global) of each texture model. More precisely, our
procedure allows to blend both the abilities of accurately capturing lower frequency textural information of the
frequential Gabor and spatial quantified histogram models and the capabilities of capturing higher frequency
textural characteristics with the spatial co-occurrence and frequential DCT models.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Set Up

In all the experiments, we have thus considered the following set-up. The size of the squared window Nw, used
to compute all the local textural features was set to 11 except for the DCT coefficient where Nw = 8. For the
co-occurrence matrix, dx = dy = 1 and θ = 4 directions, namely (0 ◦, 45 ◦, 90 ◦, 135 ◦). An average was taken on
these 4 direction so that these features were rotation invariant. The quantification level Ng was set to 25. For
the quantized histogram, the number of bins was set to Nb = 5. For the DCT based textural features, we used
the first NDCT = 15 lowest frequency coefficients. For the Gabor based textural features, we used the magnitude
responses of Gabor filter outputs with 4 scales σ ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} and 4 wavelengths λ ∈ {3.7, 7.4, 14.8, 29.6}. Finally,
for the fusion procedure, we used K1 = 4 and K2 = 4.

We have tested our fusion procedure on ultrasound images of several bones acquired using a portable B-mode
ultrasound imaging system (Titan, SonoSite, Bothell, WA, USA).

4.2 Results & Discussion

The echographic appearance of the various tissues ranges from dark (low-echoic) to bright (high-echoic), depend-
ing on their acoustic impedance (Figure 2). This physical characteristic is used to identify the bone structures
on the echographic images, knowing that the outer surface of bones is highly echoic and will appear as a bright
structure on echographic images.

Figure 3 shows K-means-based ultrasound image segmentations with the 4 sets of textural features previously
mentioned. Each initial segmentation to be fused succeeded more or less to identify these two important regions,

‡The Bhattacharya distance between a normalized histogram h(n; i) and a reference histogram h
′

(n) is defined as

DistBhatt(h
′

, h(i)) =
√

1−
∑

Nb−1

n=0

√

h
′(n)h(n, i)

§the repetitive character or element of a textured image, also called a texture primitive
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without ambiguity, even with a K-means-based over-segmentation with K = 4 (Figure 2). Our fusion approach
allows to find several regions where one corresponds to the outer surface of the bone. The outer contour of
the bone is then easily localized by searching the contour which delineates two regions (namely bone and soft
tissues) for which the magnitude of the luminance gradient level, computed on this contour, is the highest on
average. Fig. 4 shows two examples of segmentation maps fused using our technique. The segmentation and
fusion procedures take about 12 seconds on an Intel Centrino 2 Processor, 2.8 GHz and running on Linux.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Ultrasound images of the distal femur; (a) Medial side, coronal plane; (b) Medial posterior condyle, axial plane.

Figure 5 shows examples of outer region and outer external contour of a same bone under different angles
of view. The ability to precisely localize bone contours has several potential therapeutic applications, including
radiotherapy guidance and computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery. Indeed, if the location of a tumor relative
to the bone it invades is known through magnetic resonance or CT imaging, precisely defining the position of
the bone in a non-invasive fashion by using ultrasound imaging can improve the accuracy of the radiation beam
and therefore decrease healthy tissue irradiation. In computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery, knowledge of the
location and morphology of the bones can increase the precision level of various actions like fracture reduction
and bone cuts.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a segmentation strategy based on a fusion procedure whose goal is to combine
several segmentation maps in order to get a more reliable and accurate segmentation result. We have validated
this procedure with ultrasound images acquired with a portable ultrasound machine in the case of unsupervised
segmentation of the outer contour of the femur. This fusion method remains simple, fast, easily parallelizable,
reliable, and is neither affected by the ”curse of dimensionality” problem nor concerned by the feature space
normalization problem.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 3. K-means-based Segmentation maps achieved on original images of Figure 2 by the following texture model: (a),
(b) Quantified histogram; (c), (d) Co-occurrence matrix; (e), (f) Gabor filter; (g), (h) Discrete cosine transform.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Fusion segmentation maps: (a) a, c, e and g of Figure 3.(a). (b) b, d, f and h of Figure 3.(b).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Segmentation results : (a) (b) outer region of the bone. (c) (d) outer external contour of the bone.
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